Board of Directors

The OASIS Board of Directors is comprised of executive-level officers, dedicated to advancing open standards and experienced in managing organizational growth and defining policies. Directors exercise a major impact on the strategic direction of the consortium and guide OASIS in achieving its mission.

Members of the OASIS Board of Directors are nominated in an open election process [1] by the Sponsors and Contributors of the Consortium. Each director serves a two-year term.

Chairman

Gershon Janssen [2]
Independent Consultant

Vice Chairman

Martin Chapman, PhD [3]
Oracle

Treasurer

Frederick Hirsch [4]
Independent consultant

Secretary

Richard Struse [5]
MITRE

Jeremy Allison [6]
Google

Rich Bowen [7]
Red Hat

Jason Keirstead [8]
IBM

Wende Peters [9]
Bank of America

Beth Pumo [10]
Kaiser Permanente

Cryptsoft Pty Ltd

Daniel Riedel [12]
New Context
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